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Abstract
Precise control of atom-light interactions is vital to many quantum information proto-
cols. In particular, atomic systems can be used to slow and store light to form a quantum
memory. Optical storage can be achieved via stopped light, where no optical energy re-
mains in the atoms, or as stationary light, where some optical energy remains present during
storage. In this work, we demonstrate a form of self-stabilising stationary light. From any
initial state, our atom-light system evolves to a stable configuration that is devoid of coher-
ent emission from the atoms, yet may contain bright optical excitation. This phenomenon
is verified experimentally in a cloud of cold Rb87 atoms. The spinwave in our atomic cloud
is imaged from the side allowing direct comparison with theoretical predictions.
Coherent atom light interactions lie at the heart of many quantum information systems [1, 2].
In particular, implementations of quantum repeaters will likely rely on mapping of photonic
states onto atomic systems to enable storage of quantum information [3, 4]. Deterministic
quantum logic gates in optical systems may also rely on atomic state mapping to enable non-
linear photon-photon interactions [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. A fundamental issue facing any attempt to
implement nonlinear cross phase modulation (XPM) is that the interaction is inherently very
weak. Techniques are therefore required to increase the interaction time or interaction strength
to allow useful amounts of phase shift. Interaction strength can be scaled up by choosing a non-
linear medium with strong optical interactions, such as Rydberg atoms [10, 11]. A more general
approach that works for any medium is to use smaller interaction volumes, since this increases
the electric field per photon, and longer interaction times, which may be achieved by using an
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elongated nonlinear medium, slowing the group velocity of the light or using an optical cavity.
Various methods have been used to achieve one or both of these objectives, including photonic
crystal fibres with [6] and without [12] injected atoms, tapered optical fibres in atomic vapour
[13], optical cavities [9, 14, 15] and slow light propagation [16, 17, 18].
Light may be slowed using Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) [19]. In this
scheme, a pulse of probe light resonant with an ensemble of three-level Λ-type atoms may be
transmitted through the atoms with the assistance of a bright, copropagating control field that
couples the probe field to a spinwave in the atomic ensemble. As the control field amplitude is
reduced, the probe field velocity and amplitude are both reduced. In the limit where the control
field is switched off, the probe field amplitude and velocity both fall to zero and the probe field
is fully mapped into a stationary atomic spinwave. This is sometimes referred to as stopped
light.
Another form of light with reduced group velocity is stationary-light (SL). This was orig-
inally proposed [20] and demonstrated [21] by adding a counterpropagating control field to
regular EIT. The bi-directional control field leads to a stationary probe field that has non-zero
amplitude. At first this effect was attributed to the standing wave in the control field creat-
ing a band-gap preventing the propagation of the probe [21, 22]. Later analysis showed that
counter-propagating control fields of very different frequencies can also give rise to SL. The
explanation is that shape-preserving EIT propagation in both directions can add up to prevent
propagation [23, 24]. In fact, true standing wave control fields can cause unwanted coupling
between counter-propagating fields and additional decay of the SL pulse [25, 26, 27, 28]. The
behaviour of EIT stationary light is well understood [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37], and the
interaction between SL and a stored light pulse has been demonstrated [38].
In this work we present a technique where we excite an atomic spinwave that self-stabilises
to a solution that supports SL. The scheme is based on an ensemble of three-level Λ-type
atoms with off-resonant driving fields (Fig. 1a). In this Raman configuration, bright counter-
propagating control fields (Ω±) and weak probe fields (E±) drive the spin coherence in the atoms
through a coherent scattering process. The SL states in our scheme have a significantly differ-
ent nature to those observed previously using EIT. The wide class of self-stabilised states allow
great flexibility in the spatial properties of the SL states. Furthermore, unlike EIT, the spinwave
and SL fields are spatially separated in the atomic medium.
In the following section we will show theoretically how an initial spinwave encoded in the
atoms evolves to a state with constant spinwave and SL amplitudes. We then present experi-
mental results that verify the existence of this self-stabilised state by directly imaging the spin
coherence as it evolves in the atomic ensemble and find excellent agreement with a simple
model of the system.
Theory The simplified atomic level scheme that we consider is illustrated in Figure 1 (a).
Two hyperfine states, |1〉 and |2〉, are coupled through two Raman transitions via the the excited
state |3〉. Each of the Raman transitions consists of a weak probe E± on the |1〉 → |3〉 transition
and a strong coupling field Ω± on the |2〉 → |3〉 transition, where the subscripts + and − refer
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Figure 1: (a) An energy level scheme showing how the forward (+) and backward (-) probe
fields are coupled with the atoms via the forward and backward control fields. S, the spinwave,
is the coherence between levels |1〉 and |2〉. Examples of (b) stationary and (c) non-stationary
spinwaves at the instant the control fields are switched on. Probe fields are given by the spa-
tial integrals of the spinwave (green) in their directions of travel, forward (blue) and backward
(orange) (See Eqs. 2 and 3). Where the two regions of spinwave have opposite phase (b,d), the
spinwave integrates to zero and does not evolve. The spinwaves at each end of the ensemble
radiate probe light in both directions with opposite phase and the light emitted by one is ab-
sorbed by the other. Where the two regions have the same phase (c), they emit in phase, and the
probe fields escape. As the two probe fields do not cancel, the spinwave rapidly evolves until
it integrates to zero as in (e). In this example, the spinwaves were written using a probe pulse
of amplitude 1 and duration T. The control field intensity is chosen so that the SL amplitude is
equal to that of the input pulse.
to the direction of propagation. The two Raman transitions are in two-photon resonance with
the |1〉 → |2〉 spin coherence, counter-propagate with respect to each other, and are symmetri-
cally detuned above and below |3〉 by ∆. The symmetric detuning ensures that the dispersion
experienced by each of the probe fields due to the excited state is equal and opposite such that
the two Raman transitions can be phase-matched throughout the ensemble.
The evolution of the coupled light-atom system is governed by the Maxwell-Bloch equa-
tions. We adiabatically eliminate |3〉 by assuming that ∆  Γ, where Γ is the excited state
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linewidth, and write the simplified equations of motion as
∂tSˆ(t, z) = i
√
dΓ
(
Ω+
∆
Eˆ+ + Ω−
∆
Eˆ−
)
− γSˆ (1)
∂zEˆ+(t, z) = i
√
d
Ω+
∆
Sˆ (2)
∂zEˆ−(t, z) = −i
√
d
Ω−
∆
Sˆ (3)
where d is the amplitude optical depth and S(t, z) is the collective operator for the |1〉 → |2〉
spin coherence. The rate γ is the decay of the spinwave. To understand the underlying coherent
dynamics, we will ignore this decay for the time being. The derivation and assumptions neces-
sary to obtain (1-3) are included in the supplementary materials. Before solving these equations
we note that Eqs. 2 and 3 can be interpreted to give some intuition about the behaviour of the
coupled spinwave-optical system. They show that the amplitude of the probe field E−(+)(z0)
is given by the spatial integral of the spinwave amplitude over the domain (−)∞ to z0. That
means if we have an atomic ensemble over which the spinwave amplitude integrates to zero, it
leads to a cancellation of the probe field amplitude at the edge of the ensemble.
We solve the equations of motion by integrating (2,3), take Ω+ = Ω− = Ω and substitute
into (1) to arrive at
∂tSˆ(z) = −dΓ Ω
2
∆2
(∫ z
0
Sˆ(z′)dz′ −
∫ z
L
Sˆ(z′)dz′
)
= −dΓ Ω
2
∆2
∫ L
0
Sˆ(z′)dz′. (4)
The righthand side is proportional to the integral of the spinwave amplitude over the length
of the ensemble, which means that the time derivative of Sˆ(z) is equal at all points in the
ensemble. Consequently, the integrated spinwave amplitude will evolve at the rate dΓΩ2/∆2
towards a state where the integrated amplitude of Sˆ(z) is zero.
At one extreme we may consider a spinwave with constant amplitude over the whole en-
semble. With the control fields on, this spinwave will be mapped into counterpropagating probe
fields as per Eqs. 2 and 3. The amplitude of the spinwave decays uniformly at rate dΓΩ2/∆2
until it reaches zero. A constant amplitude spinwave is thus a bright state of the system leading
to complete emission of the stored probe light. At the other extreme, any spinwave that is spa-
tially orthogonal to the bright state will not evolve. In this case we a dealing with a spinwave
with an integrated amplitude of zero. As discussed above, this leads to a cancellation of the
probe fields at the edge of the ensemble. This cancellation means there will be no coherent
emission of probe light, although inside the ensemble, the spinwave and optical fields remain
constant. This is therefore a dark state of the system.
In our experiments we consider two initial spinwave configurations. In one we have equal
amplitude excitations at either end of the atomic ensemble with opposite phase (φ = pi). This
is a stationary, dark state. Figure 1 (b,d) illustrates this stationary solution. The optical fields
produced in each direction by each of the Gaussian spinwaves destructively interfere by the end
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of the ensemble so that no probe field can escape the atoms. In the second example we have
Gaussian excitations with equal phase (φ = 0). In this case we expect that the system will
evolve as illustrated in Fig. 1 (c,e). The initial unstable spinwave self-stabilises to a dark state
where there is no further coherent emission of probe light. We can understand this behaviour if
we consider the initial spinwave as a sum of the bright state and an orthogonal dark state. The
bright state is just a constant spinwave with an amplitude that is the mean of the spinwave. This
component decays leaving only the dark state. In the experimental results presented below we
observe precisely this predicted behaviour, modified only by the incoherent decay of our atoms
that we ignored in this discussion.
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Figure 2: The experimental schematic for the SL pulse generation in an ensemble of cold 87Rb
atoms. The spinwave is created by storing a probe pulse via the gradient echo memory tech-
nique with forward control field (k+c ). The magnetic field gradient over the ensemble is con-
trolled by a set of coils (GEM coils). An imaging beam (resonant with
∣∣52S1/2(F = 1)〉 →∣∣52P3/2(F ′ = 2)〉) is used for the absorption imaging of spin-wave. Inset: The angle between
forward (backward) probe and forward (backward) control fields are set to be θ, where the phase
matching condition ~k+p −~k+c = ~k−p −~k−c = ~ks is satisfied. Here, ~ks denotes the spinwave vector.
Methods We test the stationary solutions using a cloud of cold rubidium atoms that are con-
fined and cooled using an elongated magneto-optical trap (MOT) as shown in Fig. 2a. The
level scheme employed is shown in Fig. 2b. The atoms are optically pumped into the |1〉 state.
This provides an atomic ensemble with a resonant amplitude optical depth of 200± 10 for
the σ+-polarised transition from |1〉 to |3〉. The three-level Λ system is then completed by a
σ−-polarised transition from |2〉 to |3〉. The SL scheme uses counter-propagating probe fields
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that are symmetrically detuned by±160 MHz about the |1〉 → |3〉 transition and corresponding
control fields that are symmetrically detuned from the |2〉 → |3〉 transition. A 6 mrad phase
matching angle between each probe field and its corresponding control field accounts for the
6.8 GHz frequency difference, as illustrated in Fig. 2c.
The two probe fields are mode-matched to the transverse profile of the atomic cloud, exactly
counter-propagate and are measured with photo-detectors. The orthogonally-polarised control
fields are larger in diameter to uniformly illuminate the interaction region. The bright control
fields are then filtered out using a combination of spatial and polarisation filtering. Absorption
imaging of the transverse profile of the atom cloud is done with an imaging pulse resonant with
the |2〉 → ∣∣52S3/2;F = 2〉 transition on a CCD camera. This pulse illuminates the entire atom
cloud from the side, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), and allows us to image the population of atoms in
the |2〉 state.
The gradient echo memory (GEM) technique [39] is used to write the initial spinwaves into
the |1〉 → |2〉 coherence. This method has the advantage that we may precisely engineer the
spatial profile of the spinwave amplitude by manipulating the spectrum of the input probe light.
In GEM a longitudinal magnetic field gradient is applied to the ensemble so that the two-photon
detuning of the Raman transition varies linearly along the length of the atom cloud. With the
forward-propagating control field present, an incoming forward-propagating probe field will be
coherently scattered into a spinwave excitation at a longitudinal location that is determined by
the probe frequency. The spatial profile of the stored spinwave will thus be given by the Fourier
transform of the input probe pulse [40, 41].
Spinwaves to test the stationary solutions are written into the atoms by storing probe pulses
that contain two carrier frequencies, each with the same Gaussian envelope. By tuning the car-
rier frequencies of these pulses we can excite a spinwave that has a Gaussian excitation at each
end of the ensemble. The relative phase, φ, of these Gaussian excitations can be chosen by
tuning the relative phase of the carrier frequencies in the probe pulse. Once an initial spinwave
is written into the ensemble, the counter-propagating control fields are turned on and the the-
oretical predictions are tested by observing the output probe light and by directly imaging the
evolution of the spinwave. Absorption imaging of the spinwave is similar to that done in [42].
Further details are provided in the supplementary material.
Results and Discussion We will now compare our experimental results to the simple analytic
theory presented above and numerical simulations that include decoherence effects (see sup-
plementary material). Figure 3(a) shows the photo-detector measurements of the light that is
released by the atoms (D1 and D2 in Fig. 2). Upon input, a small amount of leakage is observed
at D2 due to the finite optical depth. The ensemble is then illuminated by the dual control fields
at 60 µs and for the φ = 0 case we see a large signal at D1 and D2. We can attribute this signal
to the evolution of the non-stationary spinwave as illustrated in Fig. 1(c,d). Upon recall from
the ensemble with the forward control beam, we observe a much smaller output for the φ = 0
case. The numerical simulation is in very good agreement with these observations.
A more detailed picture of the dynamics is gained from the absorption imaging shown in
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Figure 3: Measurement and simulation results showing: (a) the forward- and backward-
propagating probe fields and (b) the atomic coherence spinwave for SL experiments. The simu-
lated optical field for the same conditions as (b) are shown in (c). In (b) and (c) the left column
shows the evolution with only the forward control field. The middle column shows the evo-
lution of a spinwave that is initialised to be stationary (φ = pi). The right column shows the
evolution of a spinwave that is not initially stationary (φ = 0). The inset (top-left) shows timing
diagrams for the experiments (a) and (b). For the simulations the control field Rabi frequency
was Ω± = 2pi × (2.4 ± 0.1) MHz and the optical depth and gradient parameters are measured
from the experiment. The ground-state decay γ0=500 Hz was based on previous experiments in
the same MOT [43]. A small difference in the simulation rephasing time is introduced to match
the experimental rephasing.
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Fig. 3(b). The experimental data in (i-iii) is gathered by repeatedly running the experiment and
moving the timing of the imaging beam to build up a picture of the spinwave evolution. The
results of numerical simulations that solve the equations of motion with decay for the three-
level system are shown directly underneath each experimental image. Figure 3(c) shows the
simulated optical field envelope within the ensemble, illustrating the SL aspect of the solution.
Our experimental data shows excellent agreement with the behaviour predicted by the sim-
ulations. The middle column of Fig. 3 shows results and simulations for a stationary spinwave,
where the integrated amplitude of the initial spinwave is zero. In this case, as expected, we
observe no evolution of the shape of the spinwave. The right-hand column, where the initial
spinwave is not stable, shows a rapid evolution to a stationary spinwave in both the experimen-
tal data and simulated results. Once they have evolved to a steady-state, the spinwaves show a
strong resemblance to those that we predict from the simple model, as can be seen by comparing
the illustrations in Fig. 1 to the measured and simulated spinwaves in Fig. 3 (b; viii,ix). Once
the spinwave has reached a steady-state in terms of shape, it continues to decay at a rate given
by the control field scattering. The spinwave decay rate roughly agrees between experiment and
simulation at 10± 1 kHz measured and 12 kHz in the simulations.
We also verify that the steady-state solutions are a result of interference between the counter-
propagating Raman transitions by repeating the experiment without turning on the backward
control field. In this case, shown in the left hand column of Fig. 3(b,c), the free-induction decay
oscillation can be seen as the probe propagates in a medium with a narrow-linewidth absorption
feature.
While the results closely match the simulations, there are slight discrepancies from the sim-
plified model of the system. In the experiment the probe fields undergo incoherent absorption
by the atoms while travelling across the memory and are no longer equal at every position.
This causes slight changes in the shape of the spinwave. This is particularly evident in Fig 3
(b; ii, v), where the edges of the spinwave gradually increase in amplitude. In the limit where
dΓ
∆
 1, the mechanism causes an additional decay of the SL field with exponent − (dΓ Ω
∆2
)2. In
the simulation this evolution is accompanied by a small amount of probe leakage. The leakage
was below the experimental background noise level and could not be measured. A further dis-
crepancy is that the predicted rate of evolution of the bright state is 0.8 MHz but is measured to
be 0.6 ± 0.1 MHz based on the detected probe field, which we attribute to a slight inaccuracy
of the phase-matching angle.
At larger single-photon detuning ∆, the only important decay mechanisms are the spinwave
decoherence, caused by atomic motion and ground-state dephasing, and control field scattering.
The equations of motion for this system approach the simplified eqs 1- 3, with a decay term
γ = γ0 + 2ΓΩ
2/∆2.
It is interesting to consider how our SL scheme may perform in an implementation of XPM,
where one optical field creates an AC-Stark shift of an atomic level with which another optical
field is interacting [44]. As discussed in the introduction, this capability is highly appealing for
quantum information processing but the effect is typically too weak to be useful. A reasonable
benchmark for the improvement of XPM due to slow or stationary light effects is the magnifi-
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cation of the XPM phase shift compared to that caused by a single photon propagating freely
through the ensemble.
In our system the spatial configuration of the SL within the ensemble brings some advan-
tages. The light that is to be phase-shifted may be stored as a spinwave at the centre of the
ensemble. SL can then be generated using the configuration of Fig. 1b to overlap the SL with
the stored spinwave. The frequencies are chosen so that one or both of the SL optical fields
creates an AC-Stark shift of the stored spinwave.
The enhancement factor arising from SL comes from an increased time-intensity product.
Both SL intensity and decay rate depend on control field intensity, while SL intensity also scales
linearly with the optical depth, d. Figs. 1b,d illustrate an initial intensity of the SL equal to the
average intensity of the input photon, and the subsequent decay (see supplementary materials
for a calculation of the enhancement factor). The intensity of a single photon is also governed by
the geometry, so we require the interaction volume to be as small as possible. To maximise XPM
therefore requires careful experimental design to minimise the beam volumes and maximise the
density of the atomic cloud
Scaling of XPM with d is common to EIT schemes [45, 46, 47], where both pulses travel
through the atomic ensemble. These schemes can require careful matching of the pulse ve-
locities to maximise the interaction time. There is also an argument that the locality of the
AC-Stark shift effect causes phase noise and limits the total phase shift in some multimode sys-
tems [48, 49]. This is not a problem for single mode systems, such as a cavity, where the whole
cavity eigenmode is uniformly shifted [50]. In our proposed XPM scheme neither pulse is mov-
ing, and matching group velocities is not an issue. Furthermore, the SL cycles between the
spinwaves at either end of the atomic ensemble leading to uniform interaction with the stored
spinwave just as if we were using a cavity.
A recent experiment demonstrated an enhancement of d in an EIT scheme, where a probe
photon modulated a level to which another weak pulse coupled [16]. Phase shifts of 13± 1µrad
per photon were observed even though the geometry of that experiment limited the available
optical depth. It is possible to achieve similar optical intensities in our cold-atom cloud as in the
above mentioned experiment, while making use of our full optical depth. We predict that phase
shifts in the order of milliradians are possible.
Conclusion We have demonstrated a novel form of stationary light and a new type of behavior
for three-level atomic systems. The stationary case is promising to explore for producing non-
linearities, while the non-stationary case also produces interesting and novel dynamics.
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Dynamical Observations of Self-Stabilising Stationary Light:
Supplementary Materials
1 Interaction of three-level atoms with counter-propagating
fields
We follow the derivation in [51] and add counter-propagating fields with the assumption that
each probe field interacts only with the control field that co-propagates with it. The operators
for two weak counter-propagating quantum fields and two counter-propagating classical control
fields are
Eˆp+(z) = p+
(
h¯ωp+
4pic0A
)1/2 ∫
ωp+
dω
(
aˆωe
iωz/c + aˆ†ωe
−iωz/c)
Eˆp−(z) = p−
(
h¯ωp−
4pic0A
)1/2 ∫
ωp−
dω
(
aˆωe
−iωz/c + aˆ†ωe
iωz/c
)
Ec+(z) = c+Ec+(t− z/c)Cos[ωc+(t− z/c)]
Ec−(z) = c−Ec−(t+ z/c)Cos[ωc−(t+ z/c)]
where we assume optical modes that each exist in a small bandwidth around a carrier frequency
given by ωp+ = ω13 + ∆+ + δ, ωp− = ω13 + ∆− + δ, ωc+ = ω23 + ∆+, ωc− = ω23 + ∆−. The
interaction part of the Hamiltonian is then
Vˆ = −h¯
N∑
i=1
[ (
Ωc+(t− zi/c)e−iωc+(t−zi/c) + Ωc−(t+ zi/c)e−iωc−(t+zi/c)
)
σˆi32
+g
(
L
2pic
)1/2(∫
ωp+
dωaˆωe
iωz/cσˆi31 +
∫
ωp−
dωaˆωe
−iωz/cσˆi31
)
+ H.c.
]
. (5)
We define slowly varying collective operators
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σˆµµ(z, t) =
1
Nz
Nz∑
i
σˆiµµ(t)
σˆ±32(z, t) =
1
Nz
Nz∑
i
σˆi32(t)e
−iωc±(t∓zi/c)
σˆ±31(z, t) =
1
Nz
Nz∑
i
σˆi31(t)e
−iωp±(t∓zi/c)
σˆ±21(z, t) =
1
Nz
Nz∑
i
σˆi12(t)e
−i(ωp±−ωc±)(t∓zi/c)
Eˆ±(z, t) =
√
L
2pic
eiωp±(t∓z/c)
∫
ωp±
dωaˆω(t)e
±iωz/c
(6)
by assuming that each slice dz of the ensemble contains a number of atoms Nz  1. The
commutators for the collective operators are
[σˆµν(t), σˆαβ(t)] = δνασˆµβ(t)− δµβσˆαν(t)[
Eˆ±(t), Eˆ†±(t)
]
= 1.
The slowly varying operators are inserted into Vˆ , giving a Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
∫
dωh¯ωaˆ†ωaˆω − h¯ωp+
1
L
∫ L
0
dzEˆ†+Eˆ+ − h¯ωp−
1
L
∫ L
0
dzEˆ†−Eˆ− +∫ L
0
dzh¯n(z)×
(
∆+σˆ
+
33 + ∆−σˆ
−
33 −
[
Ωc+(t− z/c)σˆ+32 + Ωc−(t+ z/c)σˆ−32 +
Ωc+(t− z/c)σˆ−32e−i[ωc+(t−z/c)−ωc−(t+z/c)] + Ωc−(t+ z/c)σˆ+32e−i[ωc−(t+z/c)−ωc+(t−z/c)]
+g
(
Eˆ+σˆ+31 + Eˆ−σˆ−31 + Eˆ+σˆ−31e−i[ωp+(t−z/c)−ωp−(t+z/c)]
+Eˆ−σˆ+31e−i[ωp−(t+z/c)−ωp+(t−z/c)]
)
+ H.c.
])
, (7)
where the (z, t) dependence of the operators is omitted for readability.
We ignore cross-terms of the form Ωc±σˆ∓32 and Eˆ±σˆ∓31. This discards a rapid variation in the
AC-Stark shift due to the beat-note between the two control fields [52] and also the possibility
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of creating additional coherences of higher spatial frequencies as described in [27]. For ∆ much
greater than the probe bandwidth, the rapid variation in the AC-Stark shift will average to zero.
The excited state is written as two operators σˆ+33 and σˆ
−
33, to account for the separate rotating
frames used for the two probe fields.
As ωp+ − ωc+ = ωp− − ωc−, the two spinwave operators σˆ±12 have spatial dependence given
by ~kp± − ~kc±. For |~kc±| > |~kp±|, it is possible to set ~kp+ − ~kc+ ≈ ~kp− − ~kc− and ~kp+ ‖ ~kp−
using angle phase-matching. These two quantities cannot be matched exactly as the two control
fields have different frequencies. However, for the experimental parameter of ∆ = 160 MHz,
the k-vector mismatch due to the difference in detunings is negligible: ~ks+ − ~ks− ≈ 10−6~ks+.
Finally, we arrive at the standard three-level equations, but with an extra pair of counter-
propagating fields and optical coherences.
∂tσˆ
+
13 = −(Γ + i∆+)σˆ+13 + igEˆ+ + iΩc+σˆ12 (8)
∂tσˆ
−
13 = −(Γ + i∆−)σˆ−13 + igEˆ− + iΩc−σˆ12 (9)
∂tσˆ12 = −(γ + iδ)σˆ12 + iΩ∗c+σˆ+13 + iΩ∗c−σˆ−13 (10)
(∂t + c∂z)Eˆ+ = igNσˆ+13 (11)
(∂t − c∂z)Eˆ− = igNσˆ−13 (12)
2 Approximations and simplified equations
Solutions to equations (8-12) can be found more easily by eliminating the time derivatives
in eqs. (11,12). This corresponds to assuming infinite propagation velocity for light in the
absence of atoms in the ensemble. For our experiment, the propagation time L/c is on the
order of 10−10 s, far shorter than any other timescale in the system, and the time-derivatives in
eqs. (11,12) can be neglected.
The equations can be further simplified, and written in terms of parameters that are directly
measurable from experiment, by renormalising the collective operators by defining Sˆ =
√
Nσˆ12
and Pˆ± =
√
Nσˆ±13. The equations can then be written in terms of the optical depth d and a
normalised length ξ which runs from 0 to 1, giving
∂tPˆ± = −(Γ + i∆±)Pˆ± + i
√
dΓEˆ± + iΩc±Sˆ
∂tSˆ = −(γ + iδ)Sˆ + iΩ∗c+Pˆ+ + iΩ∗c−Pˆ−
∂ξEˆ± = ±i
√
dPˆ±.
The excited state may be adiabatically eliminated by assuming that its evolution is domi-
nated by the detuning ∆ ∂tPˆ± so that
Pˆ± = i
(√
dΓEˆ± + Ωc±Sˆ
)
/ (Γ + i∆) .
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The equations of motion can now be expressed as
∂tSˆ = −(γ′ + iδ′)Sˆ + i
√
dΓ
(
Ω∗c+
∆˜+
Eˆ+ + Ω
∗
c−
∆˜−
Eˆ−
)
(13)
∂ξEˆ± = ±i
(
d
Γ
∆˜±
Eˆ± +
√
d
Ωc±
∆˜±
Sˆ
)
(14)
where
δ′ = δ − |Ωc+|
2∆+
Γ2 + ∆2+
− |Ωc−|
2∆−
Γ2 + ∆2−
, γ′ = γ + Γ
|Ωc+|2
Γ2 + ∆2+
+ Γ
|Ωc−|2
Γ2 + ∆2−
, ∆˜± =
∆2± + Γ
2
∆± + iΓ
.
Equations 13,14 are integrated for the numerical simulations while equations (1,2) are ob-
tained by discarding decay and atomic detuning terms, setting Ωc+ = Ωc− = Ω, and by assum-
ing ∆  Γ, so that ∆˜+ ≈ −∆˜− ≈ ∆. This approximation neglects off-resonant absorption,
which in our experiment does lead to a slight departure from a stationary state. Numerical
simulations are carried out using XMDS [53].
The first term in equation 14 is a dispersion term. For ∆˜+ = −∆˜−, the term is common to
both fields and may be included in a global phase to remove it from the equations of motion. The
cancellation of the dispersion by using oppositely detuned transitions produces a time-reversal
symmetry in the equations of motion. This is detailed by Moiseev and Tittel [54], and was
useful in interpreting the dynamics of our system.
3 Absorption Imaging
a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 4: (a) Raw absorption image at 58 µs. Processed images at (b) 58µs, (c) φ = pi at 62 µs
and (d) φ = 0 at 62µs.
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We use a large (3”) aperture lens to image the MOT onto a CCD camera. This is done using
fluorescence from the atoms during the trapping phase of the experiment cycle. We then shine
a collimated beam resonant with the |2〉 → ∣∣52P3/2(F ′ = 2)〉 transition through the atoms at
an angle that is perpendicular to the propagation axis of the probe fields. The beam illuminates
the CCD camera with a shadow cast by absorption in the atomic ensemble. We can infer the
relative magnitude of the spinwave from the optical depth of its shadow
|Sˆ(x, y)| ∝
√
ln [I0(x, y)/I(x, y)] (15)
Spatial measurements of |Sˆ| are captured by illuminating the ensemble with a 4 µs imaging
pulse. Each measurement is constructed from ten images that are averaged to reduce shot-to-
shot noise of the CCD camera. Figure 4 shows a single image capture (a) from a SL experiment
along with the inferred spinwaves after the optical pulse is initially encoded in the atoms (b)
and after it has evolved into a steady state (c,d). The evolution of the spinwave is reconstructed
by running the experiment repeatedly and varying the timing of the imaging light.
4 Cross-Phase Modulation
We propose a scheme to use SL to implement a cross-phase modulation between two photons.
The idea, illustrated in fig. 5, is to store a probe photon in the centre of the ensemble and then
create SL in that region from a second signal photon. The probe photon would be stored in the
|F = 1,mF = 2〉 ⇒ |F = 1,mF = 0〉 coherence using the GEM technique (a,d). A modulated
signal photon would then be stored on the |F = 1,mF = 2〉 ⇒ |F = 0,mF = 0〉 coherence,
as we have demonstrated here (b,e). Applying counter propagating control fields generates SL
from the signal photon (c,f), resulting in an AC-Stark shift of the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state through
off-resonant interaction of the signal field with the |F ′ = 1,mF = −1〉 state. A magnetic field
would be used such that the AC-Stark shift is optimised. Both the probe field and signal field
could then be retrieved from the memory (not shown). It is worth noting that the probe and
signal photons could be stored and retrieved simultaneously because they are coupled to the
ensemble using independent control fields or at different times.
The total cross-phase modulation achievable in the scheme can be calculated by integrating
the AC-Stark shift over time as the SL decays. We assume that the only significant decay of the
SL field is due to control-field scattering. The AC-Stark shift depends on the Rabi frequency
and the detuning of the probe photon from the interacting atomic level:
∆AC = − Ω
2
s
4∆s
(16)
And, provided that
∫∞
−∞
∣∣∣Eˆ(t)∣∣∣2 dt = 1 for a single photon,
Ω2s =
Γσat
A
∣∣∣Eˆ(t)∣∣∣2 (17)
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Figure 5: An implementation of cross-phase modulation using stationary light. The atomic level
structure for the scheme is shown in the top row (a-c) and the spatial structure of the spinwaves
and optical fields is illustrated in the bottom row (d-f). A target state is initially stored in
the centre of the ensemble in the coherence between two Zeeman sub-levels using the GEM
technique (a,d). A signal photon is then stored in the coherence between two hyperfine levels
with a spatial mode that will lead to stationary light (b,e). Two counter-propagating control
fields are used to create a stationary light optical field from the signal photon that causes an
ac-Stark shift for the Zeeman level in which the target photon is stored (c,f). The signal photon
and target photon are then retrieved from the ensemble.
where σat is the effective interaction cross-section for the Stark-shift transition, and A is the
cross-sectional area of the signal photon.
A probe photon of the form Eˆs(t) = 1√2τ e−
t2
4τ (eiω+t − eiω−t) is stored in the memory over
the time −t0 to t0. The sidebands ω± are chosen such that the two frequencies are stored in
separate halves of the memory and will generate SL. Assuming ideal GEM storage [55], we can
approximate the spinwave as the Fourier transform
Sˆ(z, t0) =
η
√
Γ√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
exp(izηt)Eˆs(0, t)dt (18)
The transform is area preserving apart from a factor of
√
Γ:
∫ 1
0
|Sˆ(z, t0)|2dz = Γ
∫
|Eˆs(0, t)|2dt (19)
Because the two frequencies are separated in the memory, integrating over half the memory
gives
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∫ 1/2
0
|Sˆ(z, t0)|2dz = Γ
2
∫
|Eˆs(0, t)|2dt (20)
Using eqs. (1,2,20) and integrating over half the memory to solve for Ω2s at the centre,
Ω2s =
Γσat
A
∫ 1/2
0
∣∣∣∣√dΩc∆c Sˆ(z, t0)
∣∣∣∣2 dz × exp(2γ(t0 − t)) (21)
=
dσatΓ
2
2A
Ω2c
∆2c
exp(4Γ
Ω2c
∆2c
(t0 − t)) (22)
The SL intensity and decay rates are both proportional to control field intensity, so this factor
cancels in the time integral and the total cross-phase modulation generated in the scheme is
φs =
∫ ∞
t0
∆ACdt = − Γ
∆s
σat
A
d
32
(23)
For the level scheme proposed, taking account of relative transition strengths, with the
magneto-optic trap used in this experiment, and a waist of 13 µm for the signal photon, a
phase shift of 1 mrad may be achieved.
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